
November 16, 2020  

Dear Christian Klaue:

Thank you for your prompt response to our letter and accompanying petition from women worldwide, asking for
the IOC to suspend its 2015 consensus decision on transgender inclusion in Olympic sports. 

It is apparent that it was the human rights considerations of gender diverse people, rather than any medical or
scientific evidence, that constituted the singular consideration underpinning the IOC decision in 2015.  And given
the clear competitive advantage enjoyed by males, it was a decision that signaled to the global sports community
that it is the human rights of all persons besides female athletes that take precedence in the minds of IOC
leadership.

Your assertion that a last-minute suspension of the consensus would be “neither fair, nor ethical or legally
admissible” is tantamount to the IOC saying:  We know that this absurd manner of performance enhancement is
happening - that it greatly exceeds the doping advantage - but it is “neither fair, nor ethical or legally admissible”
to consider stopping this particular form of doping before the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games.

It is a heartbreaking position, Christian, because it reinforces the IOC bias towards male human rights that
continues to be profiled at the expense of female athletes.  It exposes an Olympic-sized caste system that
perpetually benefits one sports category over the other; male rights over female rights.  And the cascading effect
from the IOC to each sports federation on down to community sports is devastating.

The IOC's decision directly contravenes the international treaty obligations of the 189 states who have ratified
CEDAW since its inception in 1979.  Biological females have the express right not to be discriminated against on
the basis of their sex in relation to opportunities to participate actively and equally in sports. Allowing biological
males to compete in the female division removes the basis of equality between men and women.

The position of Save Women’s Sports is to continue to plead with the IOC to suspend the 2015 consensus
immediately both for the sake of female human rights and for the preservation of women’s sports.

Furthermore, we ask that Save Women’s Sports and its affiliates be given an opportunity to join the discussion
when consultations about fairness for females takes place.

Respectfully yours in sport,
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